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• Working Group on Margin Requirements: Initiative Overview

• Variation Margin Protocol (VMP)

>Regulatory context and ISDA design

>ISDA Amend VMP walk-through

• CSA Generate Function

• Questions
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Working Group on Margin Requirements: 

Initiative Overview
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Introduction
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• Margin regulations for uncleared derivatives have been adopted in the United States, Canada, 

Switzerland and Japan. The general market compliance date for the Variation Margin (VM) 

requirements of these margin regulations is March 1, 2017 (September 1, 2017 for Switzerland) 

• The European regulations are expected to be finalized imminently with the same general March 

1, 2017 compliance date for variation margin

• Australia adopted margin regulations in October (although the effective date has not yet been 

set). Hong Kong and Singapore are moving forward with the adoption of margin regulations.   

• Compliance with the relevant margin regulations will, in many cases, require parties to update 

their existing ISDA collateral documentation or put in place new ISDA collateral documentation

• ISDA has developed industry tools for market participants to use when updating their 

documentation in response to the margin regulations for uncleared derivatives. These tools are 

available on ISDA Amend



Ongoing ISDA Documentation Efforts 

• ISDA published the Self-Disclosure Letter (SDL) on June 30th for US, EU, Japan, Canada 

and Switzerland. The ISDA Amend SDL tool has been available on the IHS Markit site since 

October 28th

• ISDA published a Self-Disclosure Letter Module for Australia on November 29th

• Additional Self-Disclosure Letter Modules are in preparation for Singapore and Hong 

Kong

• ISDA published the Variation Margin Protocol on August 16th, and supplemental terms for EU 

rules on November 17th. The ISDA Amend Variation Margin Protocol tool was launched on 

the IHS Markit site on November 25th

• Protocol supplements are in development for Australia and Switzerland margin rules, 

and for voluntary segregation terms for funds that are required to segregate VM

• Bilateral CSA template solutions for AEJ region
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Margin Regulations 

for Uncleared Derivatives: 

Variation Margin Protocol (“VMP”)
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ISDA Variation Margin Protocol: Overview

• The VMP is currently designed to assist market participants comply with the PR, CFTC, OSFI, 

Japanese and European margin regulations. The VMP will be supplemented to assist market 

participants to comply with the Swiss and Australian margin regulations and potentially others

• The VMP only addresses Variation Margin

• The VMP provides for three different “methods” for creating or upgrading CSAs and different 

versions of each method for different regulatory regimes or combinations of regulatory regimes

• The VMP covers NY-Law CSAs, English-Law CSAs and Japanese-Law CSAs

• The VMP allows parties to enter into a new 2002 ISDA Master Agreement (a “Protocol Master 

Agreement” or “PMA”), with a new VM CSA

• “Protocol Covered Agreements” are ISDA Master Agreements and non-ISDA Masters that use an 

ISDA CSA

> Does not include: (1) master agreements limited to single-transaction only and (2) master

agreements that already includes multiple CSAs governing VM

• The VMP is a questionnaire style protocol
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What is a Questionnaire Style Protocol?

• A questionnaire style protocol is a protocol that requires market participants to both adhere 

and exchange protocol questionnaires in order to form an agreement  

• Protocol questionnaires contain elections that enable protocol participants to customize their 

agreements with other protocol participants with whom they exchange questionnaires

• Questionnaires are designed to elicit specific pieces of information and guide participants 

through a series of possible representations and elections that produce a contractual result

• Questionnaire style protocols allow market participants to:

> Control other adhering parties with whom they form an agreement via the Protocol; 

> Differentiate the information provided to other adhering parties;

> Choose and vary the package of options/contractual terms offered to other adhering parties

• Questionnaire style protocols require market participants to “match” questionnaires to form 

an agreement via the protocol
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Questionnaire Matching
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• Matching occurs through the exchange of questionnaires

• The protocol agreement provides specific procedures for exchanging questionnaires and allows 

market participants to specify how they would like to receive questionnaires

• Questionnaire matching is the process of comparing the elections in a pair of exchanged 

Questionnaires and determining what result, if any, such elections produce based on matching 

“rules” in the VMP

• The VMP contains different types of matching rules, which produce different results

• Questionnaire matching increases the functionality of an ISDA Protocol, but it also increases its 

complexity

• VMP questionnaires contain elections that are conditions precedent to producing “matched 

questionnaires” (i.e. forming an agreement via the VMP)

> These are the so called “required-to-match” elections. If parties do NOT have “matched 

questionnaires” they have NOT updated their documentation via the ISDA VMP. Parties may 

continue to update and exchange their questionnaires until they have “matched questionnaires.”



Types of Matching

The following matching rules are used to determine what result a specific pair of 

Questionnaire elections produce:
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Variation Margin Protocol Process
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• In order for any pair of market participants to update their documents using the VMP,

the following must occur:

> First, each market participant must have delivered an adherence letter to ISDA in the

manner prescribed in the VMP

> Second, the pair must have exchanged Questionnaires in the manner prescribed in

the VMP

> Third, the pair must have matched on all of the “required-to-match” elections



Is the Delivering PCA Principal of one Questionnaire a Receiving 
PCA Principal of the other Questionnaire?2

What answer have the parties selected for “Work 
with Existing Protocol Covered Agreement(s)”?3

NO MATCH. 
PARTIES NEED TO AMEND AND 

REDELIVER** THEIR 
QUESTIONNAIRES.

No matching answer

Have the parties selected at least one identical 
Method?4

Have both parties selected identical 
governing law for their new Protocol 
Master Agreement?5

“Yes” from both parties
“No” from both parties

No

No
If more than one identical Method selected, the 
selection priority is as follows: first, Amend 
Method, and
second, Replicate-and-Amend Method.6

Yes

Have: (a) one of the parties has 
selected at least one Covered Margin 
Regime; or (b) both parties selected  
“Regime Agnostic CSA”?8

Yes

If “New CSA” 
applies No

Has one of the parties selected at 
least one Covered Margin Regime?7

If “Amend” or 
“Replicate-and-
Amend” applies

Yes

Has one party selected 1pm London time as the 
“Alternative English Law CSA Notification Time”, 
but the other one has not selected 1pm London 
time?9

Yes

Has one party selected  an 
“Alternative MTA”, but other party 
has not selected the same 
“Alternative MTA”?10

No

No

Has one party has selected “Negative 
Interest”, but the other party has not 
selected “Negative Interest”?11

NoYes

Do we have ISDA 2016 Variation Margin Protocol Matched Questionnaires?*

NO MATCH. 
PARTIES NEED TO AMEND  AND 

REDELIVER** THEIR 
QUESTIONNAIRES.

MATCH. 
THE QUESTIONNAIRES ARE MATCHED QUESTIONNAIRES 

AND THE PARTIES ARE MATCHED PARTIES.

Yes

Yes

No
No

Have the two parties exchanging Questionnaires each adhered 
to the ISDA 2016 Variation Margin Protocol?1

NO MATCH. 
BOTH PARTIES MUST ADHERE TO THE ISDA 

2016 VARIATION MARGIN PROTOCOL.No

Yes

Footnotes
1 – Para 1(a) Protocol. 7 – Para 4(b)(iv) and 7(b)(iv) Protocol; Part V Questionnaire.
2 – Para 4(b)(i) Protocol; Parts I and II Questionnaire. 8 – Para 4(b)(vii) and 7(b)(iv) Protocol; Parts V and VI Questionnaire.
3 – Para 4(b)(ii) Protocol; Question 1, Part III Questionnaire. 9 – Para 4(b)(ix) Protocol; Question 2, Part VII Questionnaire.
4 – Para 4(b)(iii) Protocol; Part IV Questionnaire. 10 – Para 4(b)(viii) Protocol; Question 4, Part XI Questionnaire.
5 – Para 4(b)(v) Protocol; Question 2, Part III Questionnaire. 11 – Para 4(b)(vi) Protocol; Question 11, Part XI Questionnaire.
6 – Para 4(a) Protocol; Part IV Questionnaire.

* – This diagram is based on the ISDA 2016 Variation Margin Protocol published on August 16 August 2016.
** – Both parties are not required to redeliver.

Yes
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Role of ISDA Amend

• Protocol questionnaires may be, and are expected to be predominantly, exchanged via ISDA 

Amend. There are over 60,000 LEIs on ISDA Amend

• The ISDA Amend questionnaires on a counterparty by counterparty basis;

> Use the embedded logic engine to determine election results;

> Identify failures to match on “required-to-match” elections;

> Download their matching election results; and

> Manage the inflow of information, including ongoing updates thereto

• ISDA Amend is a powerful tool to assist market participants with the exchange and reconciliation of 

a potentially large data set
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Exchange of Draft Terms vs. Exchange of Questionnaires

• Draft Terms:

> The VMP tool on ISDA Amend allows users to  deliver “draft terms” (i.e. draft responses to the 

questions in the questionnaire) to their counterparties. The purpose of this functionality is to 

provide ISDA Amend users with the ability to preview the terms that its counterparties are offering 

and use the ISDA Amend logic engine to determine the terms of the agreement that would be 

formed based on its and its counterparties draft terms 

> THE DELIVERY OF DRAFT TERMS DOES NOT CONSTITUTE THE DELIVERY OF A 

QUESTIONNAIRE UNDER THE VMP

> ISDA Amend users may deliver draft terms to a counterparty by completing each of the following 

steps: 

– Submit its draft terms on ISDA Amend

– Apply such draft terms to the counterparty relationship

> An ISDA Amend user may deliver its draft terms to its counterparties via ISDA Amend without 

adding its Protocol Adherence Letter ID to ISDA Amend

> Draft terms will be delivered without an Authorized Signatory (i.e. the draft terms are not executed)
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Exchange of Draft Terms vs. Exchange of Questionnaires

• Questionnaire:

> ISDA Amend users may deliver a questionnaire to a counterparty by completing each of the 

following steps: 

– Submit its questionnaire terms (i.e. its responses to the questions in the questionnaire) on ISDA 

Amend;

– Add its Protocol Adherence Letter ID to ISDA Amend; 

– Add an authorized signatory to the questionnaire, and 

– Apply such questionnaire to the counterparty relationship

• Please note that:

> 1. The exchange of draft terms will not form an agreement under the VMP. An agreement will only 

be formed under the VMP once the relevant parties have exchanged questionnaires that are 

deemed matched questionnaires under the terms of the VMP

> 2. The exchange of draft terms via ISDA Amend does not require the parties to exchange 

questionnaires via ISDA Amend at a later date
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ISDA Amend 2.0: Product Delivery to Date
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• Jurisdictional Modular Protocol

> UK (May 16, 2016)

> Germany (September 2, 2016)

• Self-Disclosure Letter (October 28, 2016)

> Canada, EU, Japan, Switzerland, US (CFTC, PR)

> Authorised Signatories

> On request SDL receiver data

• Variation Margin Protocol  (November 25, 2016)

> Canada, EU, Japan, US margin rules

> English, Japanese, and NY-law CSA
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Add VM 
Adherence Id  

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Create 
Authorized 

Signatory(ies)

Submit Draft 
Terms/

Submit 
Questionnaire

Resolve 
Conflicts or 

Match

Variation Margin Release (“Draft” or “Final” Mode) – Mid-Dec

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Submit Draft 
Terms

Resolve 
Conflicts

Variation Margin Release (“Draft” Mode) – Nov 25th



Navigation: VM Dashboard
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Navigation: Dashboard filters
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Filter currently applied. 

More filters



Navigation: Customize Columns in Dashboard

• Within the Dashboard users can create a personalized view
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Create New Questionnaire
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1. Click the Add Questionnaire button in the Quick Links section of the dashboard

2. Provide Questionnaire Reference Name and Protocol to view the list of relevant questions.

3. Click on Submit Draft Terms once complete

Note: The Submit Questionnaire button refers to a final submission and will be available in mid-December 2016

2 3

1

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts



Completing the Questionnaire
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Draft Mode

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Submit Draft 
Terms

Resolve 
Conflicts



Completing the Questionnaire
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Draft Mode

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Submit Draft 
Terms

Resolve 
Conflicts

• Some of the questions will be greyed out and available to answer depending on 

elections made in previous questions



Information Icons in the Questionnaire
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Draft Mode

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Submit Draft 
Terms

Resolve 
Conflicts



Clone a Questionnaire
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• In the Questionnaire Library, select the questionnaire you wish to clone, click Actions, 

then Clone Questionnaire

• Input new Questionnaire Reference Name

• Adjust the answers as necessary and Submit

• Note: The newly created questionnaire will need to be applied to relationships separately

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts



Apply Questionnaires to Relationships
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1. Select the relationships you wish to apply a 

questionnaire to (use filters for ease of use)

2. Click Actions, and Apply Questionnaire

3. In the resulting pop-up, select the questionnaire 

you wish to Apply

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts

1

2
3



Submit Draft Terms
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• Sent/Received Status: status of relationship

• Questionnaire shared once draft terms are applied

• Draft Terms Icons: indicate which party has submitted its questionnaire. 

• Conflicting Conditions: Once both parties have submitted questionnaires, the number of 

conflicting conditions for each relationship will appear

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts



Review and Resolve Conflicting Conditions
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1. Use the Conflicting Conditions filter

a. Scroll right to see the Conflicting Conditions column

2. See the count of conflicting conditions for every relationship

a. Click on the number in the Conflicting Conditions column to download a 

Questionnaire Match Status report for that relationship

• Once you review the Conflicting Conditions with your counterparty, you can edit 

the Questionnaire and resubmit

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts

1

2



Conflicting Conditions Exported Results
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Question My Answer Counterparty Answer

Required to Match ( i.e

condition precedent to having a 

matched questionnaire)

Match Status

Result (only applicable for 

questions that are required to 

match or yields result. Blank 

indicates no result for such 

questions)

Part X Q1: 

Broad Product Set?
No Yes No No

Result Logic

1) If the parties match status is Not Matched for one or more of the 'Required to Match' Questions, the result for this Q will be Pending. 

2) If the parties match status is Matched for all of the 'Required to Match' Questions, the result for this Q will be as follows: 

i) If the result for PIV, Q1 is 'Amend Method', the result will be Not Applicable. 

ii) If both parties select 'Yes, ' the result will be Yes. 

iii) If both parties select 'No,' the result will be No. 

iv) If one party selects 'Yes' and the other party selects 'No,' the result will be No.  

iv) If one party selects 'Yes' and the other party selects 'No,' the result will be No

[Note: Preferred method here was ‘New CSA’]

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts

Example 1: Broad Product Set



Conflicting Conditions Exported Results
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Question My Answer Counterparty Answer

Required to Match ( 

i.e condition 

precedent to having 

a matched 

questionnaire)

Match 

Status

Result (only applicable for 

questions that are required 

to match or yields result. 

Blank indicates no result for 

such questions)

PXI, Q3 Eligible 

Sovereign Debt 

Collateral?

European Central Bank Debt (ECB)

Japanese Government Debt (JGB)

Federal Government of Canada Debt (CB)

United States Treasuries (UST)

Federal Republic of Germany Debt 

(BUND)

European Central Bank Debt (ECB)

No
[European Central Bank Debt 

(ECB)]

Result Logic

1)If the parties match status is Not Matched for one or more of the 'Required to Match' Questions, the result for this Q will be Pending. 

2) If the parties match status is Matched for all of the 'Required to Match' Questions, the result for this Q will be as follows: 

i) If the result for PIV, Q1 is 'Amend Method', the result will be Not Applicable. ii) If the result for PIV, Q1 is 'Replicate-and-Amend Method', the result will be 

Not Applicable. iii) If both parties (i) select one or more of the same currencies AND 

(ii)  the result for PIII, Q2 is  'English Law', the result will be each item of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral both parties have selected.  [For example, if one 

user selects  UST, ECB and UKT and the other user selects UST, UKT, OAT, BUND and JGB, the result will be UST and UKT.] iv) If both parties (i) select 

one or more of the same currencies, AND  (ii) the result for PIII, Q2 is  'NY Law' OR 'Japanese Law' AND (iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'Yes,' the result will be 

each item of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral both parties have selected. v) If both parties (i) select one or more of the same currencies AND  (ii) the result 

for PIII, Q2 is  'NY Law' OR 'Japanese Law' AND (iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'No,' the result will be each item of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral both 

parties have selected. vi) If both parties (i) select one or more of the same currencies AND (ii) the result for Q6 is 'New CSA Method'  AND (iii) the result for 

PXII, Q1 is 'Yes,'  the result will be each item of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral both parties have selected. vii) If both parties (i) select one or more of the 

same currencies AND (ii) the result for PIV, Q1 is 'New CSA Method' AND (iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'No,'  the result will be each item of Eligible Sovereign 

Debt Collateral both parties have selected. viii) If (i) both parties select one or more of the same currencies AND (ii) the result for PIII, Q2 is 'NY Law' OR 

'Japanese Law' AND (iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'Condition Not Satisfied', the result will be no items of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral. ix) If (i) both parties 

select one or more of the same currencies AND (ii) the result for PIV, Q1 is 'New CSA Method' AND (iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'Condition Not Satisfied', the 

result will be Result Based on Bilateral Documentation. x) If the parties have not selected one or more of the same currencies (or if one or both parties do not 

respond to the question), the result will be no items of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral.

2) vi) If both parties 

(i) select one or more of the same currencies AND 

(ii) the result for Q6 is 'New CSA Method'  AND 

(iii) the result for PXII, Q1 is 'Yes,'  (Consent to Substitution Required?)

the result will be each item of Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral both parties have selected. 

Draft Mode
Create 

Questionnaire(s)
Apply 

Relationship(s)
Submit Draft 

Terms
Resolve 
Conflicts

Example 2: Eligible Sovereign Debt Collateral



Add Adherence Letter ID (optional in Draft mode)

• Adherence Letter IDs are not required for submitting in draft mode

• In the Variation Margin Dashboard:

1. Find your entity in the My True Legal Name column, and select Add in the Adherence ID 

Column

2. Enter the Adherence ID in the pop-up box and click Save

• Note: Make sure you have the Adherence Letter ID column selected in your dashboard view (see 

slide 20)

32Submit Final 
Questionnaire

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Authorized 
Signatory(ies)

Share Terms
(Draft or Final)

Resolve 
Conflicts

2

1

Add 
Adherence ID



Add and Apply New Authorized Signatory (optional in Draft mode) 

1. In the Authorized Signatory page, create the Authorized Signatory profile by filling out the required 

fields

–Ensure the Variation Margin checkbox is checked

2. Apply the Authorized signatory to the available entities in the section below. 

• Note: you can use the filters to pick all of your entities

• Click Save & Exit. This will complete the process

33Submit Final 
Questionnaire

Create 
Questionnaire(s)

Apply 
Relationship(s)

Authorized 
Signatory(ies)

Share Terms
(Draft or Final)

Resolve 
Conflicts

Add 
Adherence ID

1
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CSA Generate: Printed Output

• PDF document generator for Exhibit to the ISDA 2016 Variation Margin 

Protocol (VMP); part of ISDA Amend 2.0

• Converts data points from VMP into a generated CSA Exhibit

• Importance of a transferable copy

> Transmits protocol data into appropriate ISDA CSA 2016 protocol 

template

> Record keeping and audit purposes

> Supports ongoing contract maintenance and future amendments to the 

CSA

• Output

> Prepopulates data from ISDA Amend into Paragraph 13

> Paragraphs 1 through 12 of the 2016 Credit Support Annex for Variation 

Margin are referenced 

> Removes extraneous sections of the CSA that are not applicable

> Applicable CSA Laws covered (English, Japanese, New York)

> Separate CSAs for each preferred method below:

– New

– Amend

– Replicate-and-Amend

• Documents can be generated once submitted questionnaires reach a 

matched status
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ISDA 2.0 Estimated Timeline

Key Outstanding Documentation / Testing Dates

> Dec 12th 2016 API Testing Open: SDL, VM Protocol
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Next Steps:

All buyside/corporates will be automatically activated to ISDA Amend 2.0

ISDA Legal Department

ISDALegal@isda.org

ISDA Amend Onboarding & Questions

Markit Counterparty Manager Client Services

MCPMsupport@markit.com
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Contact us to learn more

Or contact your IHS Markit Sales Team 

MK-ManagedServicesSalesTeam@markit.com

mailto:ISDALegal@isda.org
mailto:MCPMsupport@markit.com


Disclaimer

The information contained in this presentation is confidential.  Any unauthorized use, disclosure, reproduction or dissemination, in 
full or in part, in any media or by any means, without the prior written permission of Markit Group Limited or any of its affiliates 
("Markit") is strictly prohibited.

Opinions, statements, estimates and projections in this presentation (including other media) are solely those of the individual 
author(s) at the time of writing and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Markit. Neither Markit nor the author(s) has any
obligation to update this presentation in the event that any content, opinion, statement, estimate or projection (collectively, 
"information") changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

Markit makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of any information in this 
presentation, and shall not in any way be liable to any recipient for any inaccuracies or omissions. Without limiting the foregoing, 
Markit shall have no liability whatsoever to any recipient, whether in contract, in tort (including negligence), under warranty, under 
statute or otherwise, in respect of any loss or damage suffered by any recipient as a result of or in connection with any information 
provided, or any course of action determined, by it or any third party, whether or not based on any information provided.

The inclusion of a link to an external website by Markit should not be understood to be an endorsement of that website or the
site's owners (or their products/services). Markit is not responsible for either the content or output of external websites.

Copyright ©2016, Markit Group Limited. All rights reserved and all intellectual property rights are retained by Markit. 
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